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Abstract

Mining-induced seismicity results from a complex interaction of ambient and mining-induced stresses acting on a
rock mass that has been intersected by a variety of geological weaknesses and discontinuities. A major challenge is to
improve mine design methodology by identifying the geological features that are seismically active and then changing
the direction of mining to reduce the potential for shear slip on these features. In this paper we classify seismic events
with similar waveforms (doublets) into multiplets, relocate them simultaneously using arrival-time differences based on
cross-correlations between all event pairs and then identify the orientation of the most likely plane on which the events
are located. Identification of multiplets has been automated, even including events that have not previously been located.
In contrast to the conventional ‘master’ event method, no single master event is used: each event is a ‘master’ event for
each other event. The absolute location of each multiplet is stabilised by using all manually selected arrival times. Vectors
are drawn between all pairs of events and Principal Component Analysis applied to obtain the orientation of the most
likely plane of the events in each multiplet. We tested this method on seismic data recorded underground at a site in
Blyvooruitzicht Gold Mine, South Africa, in which a strike stabilising pillar has been mined from one end with the aid of
precondition blasting. We found that 39% of events that were previously located in a diffuse cloud within a mine pillar,
were formed into three distinct multiplets. Two multiplets were oriented parallel to directions of dominant mining-induced
stresses, i.e., along the long axis of the pillar and parallel to the active mining face, and the third along a pervasive joint set.
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1. Introduction

The Witwatersrand gold deposits in South Africa
are typically narrow, less than 1 m in width, and
shallow-dipping, but can extend for many kilome-
tres horizontally. As ore is removed, the stresses
that were previously carried by the ore body are
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then transferred onto the remaining unmined ground,
resulting in huge vertical stress ahead of actively
mined faces and stationary abutments. Within an
elastic rock mass, vertical stresses ahead of deep-
level stopes exceed the strength of the rock by far
and are relaxed by rock failure. The resulting frac-
tures follow the shape, in plan, of the mining outline.

The rock mass is cut through by a number of ge-
ological weaknesses in the form of bedding planes,
faults, dykes, joints and quartz veins. Although seis-
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micity can be associated with failure of previously
unfractured rock (Ortlepp, 1978), geological discon-
tinuities, large and small, play an important role. The
largest mining-induced seismic events are usually as-
sociated with faults and dykes (Gay et al., 1984). On
a smaller scale, minor faults and joints also control
seismicity (Rorke and Roering, 1984).

One method of controlling seismicity is therefore
to reduce stresses induced on geological features by
approaching them at an oblique angle. Unfortunately,
sets of discontinuities at different angles are common
and it is not practical, and often not possible, to mine
obliquely to all geological discontinuities. It is there-
fore important to identify those discontinuities that
are most easily mobilised by mining. In practice, it
is not easy to use seismic locations only to identify
the most active structures as seismicity often locates
on the intersection of two or more structures and the
best location accuracy requires a very dense network
of seismometers. Seismic mechanisms can be used
to identify the causative structure if more than one
is in the vicinity, but this has only occasionally been
achieved (Spottiswoode, 1984). Accurate relative lo-
cations can provide the orientation of geological
structures (Urbancic et al., 1993).

Events that locate close together with similar
mechanisms generate similar waveforms and are
called doublets (e.g., Poupinet et al., 1984) and
can be relocated very accurately with respect to
one another (e.g., Ito, 1985; Deichmann and Garcia-
Fernandez, 1992). Groups of doublets can be called
multiplets (Fremont and Malone, 1987; Moriya et al.,
1996). In this paper we extend the doublet relative
location procedure and introduce multiplet relocation
using arrival-time differences for all possible event
pairs simultaneously. We then looked for the ‘best’
plane though each event multiplet.

Michelini and Bolt (1986) have applied a tech-
nique called a ‘method of principal parameters’ for
finding the orientation of active fault planes in-
ferred from an aftershock sequence. Fehler et al.
(1987) proposed the ‘three-point method’ to infer
the planes of events locations. This method assumes
that the earthquakes occur over pre-existing planes
(fault planes) and defines each plane by the trian-
gles formed by each set of three locations. Their
method was applied to microearthquakes induced
by hydraulic injection into crystalline rock. Urban-

cic et al. (1993) applied the Principal Component
Analysis to mining-induced seismic events. They
found good agreement with focal mechanisms, in-
situ stress measurements and structural mapping.

In this paper we investigate the spatial distri-
butions of seismic events using Principal Compo-
nent Analysis and introduce a ‘two-point’ method in
which the plane of locations is identified from the
assemblage of vectors between event pairs. The Prin-
cipal Component is then the normal to this plane. As
each multiplet can be related to a single genesis, or
mechanism, we use the term ‘family’ when referring
to the events in a multiplet as a group.

2. Method

Mine seismic networks can record thousands of
triggered seismic events associated with many dif-
ferent mine workings and geological features. Our
method of multiplet locations was motivated by a
number of considerations.

(1) Event locations are normally based on manu-
ally selected P- and S-wave arrival times. Automatic
arrival-time picking is also used, but is prone to large
errors. We would like to obtain robust locations even
for events that have not previously been well located.

(2) Pairs of events that write similar seismograms
and therefore are likely to have similar mechanisms
should be automatically matched. Such pairs are
called doublets.

(3) Identical locations and moment tensors will
generate identical waveforms at frequencies much
less than the corner frequency. Deviations from sim-
ilarity at the corner frequency and higher will result
from differences in the direction of propagation of
slip. Such effects must be minimised.

(4) Computational demands for comparing a large
number of events with one another can be reduced
by excluding event pairs that are ‘obviously’ differ-
ent. In our case we rejected event pairs that were too
dissimilar in location, peak amplitudes, energy en-
velopes, P- and S-wave amplitudes or P- and S-wave
phases.

(5) Doublets should be linked together to form
multiplets of similar events.

(6) Locations should then be based on arrival-time
differences obtained from cross-correlation analyses
on all doublets. The absolute location of the events
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Fig. 1. Pair of seismograms from Family 1 and their energy envelopes: Event A; 28 Jan. 1995; t0 D 12 : 24 : 39; X D 36385; Y D 22177;
Z D �2183; M D �0:97; Event B; 6 Jan. 1995; t0 D 23 : 44 : 51; X D 36378; Y D 22177; Z D �2184; M D �1:26.
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Fig. 3. A 3D view of events distribution with their horizontal projection for Family 3.

should be stabilised by using all available arrival
times.

(7) The number of knowns will increase as N 2

while the number of unknowns is 4N; where N is
the number of events. For large values of N, we then
have a large amount of redundancy and outliers can
easily be identified and rejected.

(8) Principal Component Analysis should then be
used to identify planarity of events in each family.

These objectives were met by a set of four com-
puter programs developed for this study. We use the
names of the programs here because they perform
distinct functions and the names are useful for under-
standing these functions: ENVEL generates energy
envelopes; CCM writes cross-correlation matrices;
MULT identifies multiplets and performs locations;
and PCA performs Principal Component Analysis.
In practice, these programs can be automatically
queued.

Fig. 2. (a) Plan view showing a pillar being mined at Blyvooruitzicht Gold Mine together with seismic locations based on manually
selected P and S arrival times. Three working faces, or panels, were mined simultaneously along the dip length of the pillar. (b) Plan
view with the positions of families and PCA best-fit plane after applying the relocation procedure. The PCA plane is drawn through the
centre of gravity of the locations.

ENVEL calculates envelopes for all waveforms.
The energy envelope is the sum of kinetic and po-
tential energies, where the potential energy is the
quadrature function calculated from a 90 degrees
phase shift in the frequency domain. We low-pass
filter the energy function and store the lowest Fourier
components of this function to facilitate later cross-
correlation. Fig. 1 illustrates two similar events and
the square root of the energy envelopes as recorded
by one geophone.

CCM generates cross-correlation matrices be-
tween all event pairs that are sufficiently similar. As
similarity between events can be measured in many
different ways and it is desirable to speed up this
time-critical process, we considered five stages of
similarity and rejected dissimilar pairs at each stage.
The five stages of comparison for each event pair
were: location of the events, when available; peak
amplitude at each pair of seismograms; envelopes for
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Fig. 4. (a, b, c) Contours of vectors drawn between pairs of events using a lower hemisphere projection: (a) corresponds to Family 1, (b)
to Family 2, and (c) to Family 3, as identified in Fig. 2b.
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Fig. 4 (continued).

each pair of seismograms; P- and S-wave amplitudes
at each pair of seismograms; and P- and S-wave
pulses. During the stage of envelope cross-correla-
tion, the time difference between the two events was
used for selection of time window for correlation of
the P and S pulses.

Cross-correlation of each phase was performed
for ground displacement in the frequency domain.
As suggested above, this was done to reduce the
effect of differences in the details of the source
processes at the corner frequency and above. A
noise window before the P-wave arrival was used
to define the signal-to-noise ratio in the frequency
domain and Wiener filtering (Press et al., 1992)
was used to minimise the effect of noisy frequen-
cies.

MULT builds up multiplets of event pairs with
a large number of similar phases using Equiva-
lent Classes (Press et al., 1992). Arrival-time dif-
ferences between all pairs within a multiplet are
then used to obtain relative locations by minimis-
ing the weighted sum of squares of all arrival-time
differences
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where q is a quality factor obtained from cross-cor-
relation factors and amplitudes, q 0 is a quality factor
for picked arrival times (we used q 0 − q so that less
weight was given to picked arrivals, especially for
distant geophone sites), c is the P or S phase, i is
the site number, j and k are the events; the pair is
then . j; k/, t is the arrival-time differences between
event pairs as identified by CCM, t 0 is the picked
arrival times, t0 is the origin time of each individual
event, D is the hypocentral distance and Vc is P or S
velocity. It was found that blasts were located with 5
m accuracy using constant velocities of VP D 5860
m=s and VS D 3748 m=s.

Minimisation is done using the standard Gauss–
Newton method (Press et al., 1992). Whereas
the number of arrival-time differences increase as
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.N � 1/ for the classical master event method, in
our method the number of arrival-time differences
increase as N Ł.N � 1/=2, where N is the number of
events. For a large value of N; this can result in a
high level of redundancy and we rejected data with
errors that exceeded three standard deviations.

Eq. 1 does not make any allowances for the differ-
ence between the hypocentral and centroid locations.
Hypocentral locations are based on arrival times and
represent the initiation of rapid slip. Arrival-time dif-
ferences that are based on cross-correlation between
event pairs, measure temporal and spatial differences
in the event centroids, the ‘centre of gravity’ of
each event. We minimised the effect of this error
on relative locations by using a very low quality, or
weighting, factor for picked arrival times.

Having found families of similar events we de-
rived the planes of location by PCA. Initially we per-
formed PCA using the ‘three-point method’ (Fehler
et al., 1987) in which the normal to the ‘best’ plane
is found from normals to the triangles formed by all
combinations of three events at a time. The existence
of location errors require that small and flat triangles
must be rejected. As this rejection procedure seemed
rather arbitrary and the number of surviving trian-
gles for our largest multiplet exceeded the maximum
allowed by the contouring software that we used,
we developed a ‘two-point’ method based on the
assemblage of vectors between each pair of events.

In our ‘two-point’ method, we searched all direc-
tions in the lower hemisphere, in one degree intervals
in dip and strike and measured the angle between
this direction and each vector formed between event
pairs. The Principal Component was then taken as
the centre of the smallest solid angle that included at
least 50% of the normals to the vectors.

3. Results and discussion

We tested this method on seismic data recorded
underground at a site in Blyvooruitzicht Gold Mine,
South Africa, in which a strike stabilising pillar has
been mined from one end with the aid of precondi-
tion blasting (Kullmann et al., 1996). Events were
recorded at twelve geophones grouped into six sites
using a Portable Seismic System (PSS) (Pattrick et
al., 1990). The geophones are grouted at the ends of
boreholes drilled about 10 m into the rock mass from

tunnel sidewalls and the ground motion was digi-
tised at 10,000 samples per second. We considered
297 consecutive events with magnitudes in the range
�1:0 � ML � 1:0.

Handley et al. (1996), attempted to model seis-
mograms from seismic events in the same pillar and
found that the extensive mining around the pillar re-
sulted in complex waveforms that are not amenable
to mechanism solutions based on a homogeneous
rock mass. They modelled the stopes as voids us-
ing a finite-difference program and found improved,
but still very imperfect, fit between the observed
and modelled seismograms. We suggest that it is al-
most inevitable that the most intense mining-induced
seismicity takes place within altered rock close to
mining voids and therefore is not amenable to inver-
sion using assumptions of rock mass homogeneity.

Fig. 2a shows a plan view of the site and the
300 seismic events associated with the mining that
occurred in the first quarter of 1995. The locations
were calculated using hand-picked P and S arrival
times.

Fig. 2b shows the same events after grouping into
multiplets and relocation using MULT with a cut-off
value for the cross-correlation factor of 0.8. Some
39% of the events were grouped into three multiplets
with five or more events. Smaller multiplets are not
amenable to PCA and are not shown in Fig. 2b.
We found 0.8 as an optimal cut-off for this data
set. The smaller cut-off values than 0.8 resulted
in one large dominant multiplet and a number of
much smaller multiplets. For cut-off values larger
than 0.8 too many events were rejected. It can be
seen that the three families presented in Fig. 2b are
well separated. We now relate them to mining and
geological features.

Family 1 consisted of ten events that formed a sub-
vertical plane with a strike parallel to the up-dip edge
of the pillar. Fractures in this position and with this
orientation are expected from the stresses acting along
the edge of the pillar and are exposed during the reg-
ular face advance. Some of these fractures date from
the previous mining up-dip of the pillar, as evidenced
from rusting of exposed pyrites. This fracturing re-
laxes the stresses on the up-dip side of the pillar.

Family 2 consisted of 35 events on a plan parallel
to the face of panel 2. This panel mines the core of
the pillar. This is the most highly stressed portion of
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the pillar and mining is likely to result in rock failure
deeper into the pillar.

Family 3 consisted of 72 members, the largest
family of this site. The strike direction of this family
of events is parallel to the existing joint system and
to the overall orientation of the three panels together.
The kinks, or leads and lags, between panels facili-
tate removal of the rock. Fig. 3 is a 3D section that
shows the vertical planarity of this multiplet.

The contours of density of vectors for the families
are presented in Fig. 4 (a, b, c, respectively). Family 1
has fewer members and is therefore less well defined
than the other families. The planes through families 2
and 3 were very well defined and almost vertical.

The improved resolution of the seismic events
shown in Fig. 2b over the original locations in Fig. 2a
could be attributed to three factors. Firstly, the iden-
tification of events into distinct families. Without
the different symbols used in Fig. 2b, separation
of families 2 and 3 would not be as convincing.
Secondly, not all the events fell into these three fam-
ilies. Thirdly, the original locations were subject to
errors of less 5 m, as estimated from RMS errors
and confirmed from errors in the location of known
blasts. The RMS errors in the relative locations were
typically less than 2 m.

4. Conclusions

The results reported in this paper illustrate the
capabilities of this new multiplet location method
which does not require a master event. This is an
extension of the doublet cross-correlation method
with a master event. Events were automatically sep-
arated into several multiplets. The two-point PCA
technique provided a best-fit plane through these lo-
cations. The planes of location showed agreement
with mining and geological features that could not
be anticipated from the original locations.

The methods presented in this paper were de-
veloped for mining-induced seismicity, but could be
applied directly to the study of local earthquake
sequences.
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